
Royal Davui Island Resort

Adults Only

Priced at USD $1,187 avg/ night incl all taxes
Price is based on peak season rates in a Island Plunge Pool Villa. Contact us for low season pricing and specials.

INTRODUCTION
A self-proclaimed barefoot luxury resort, Royal Davui is an exclusive adults-only retreat hidden in the breathtaking Beqa 

Lagoon. Using the conch shell (or Davui) as the traditional Fijian way to call people together, it welcomes just thirty 

guests at a time to its soft beaches and crystal waters; a haven for honeymooners and high-end clientele.

From your beautiful vale with private plunge pool to private dining decks and the Davui Spa, it’s impossible to pay a visit 

to Royal Davui and not be utterly refreshed. Private picnics can be catered on your own sandy cay, traditional welcome 

ceremonies can be enjoyed in a local village and diving can be taught in the beautiful Beqa Lagoon. Of course, you’re 

just as welcome to do nothing at all, simply lounging upon the sand and letting the sun kiss your skin.

LOCATION
Sitting south of Nadi on a tiny island of its own, Royal Davui Island Resort lies between Yanuca and Beqa islands. 
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Because of its lone location in the South Pacific access is most easily made by helicopter, departing from Nadi 

International Airport and landing directly on the island. Of course, plane and launch or road and launch options are also 

available, where a short transferring flight or drive is finished with a journey by boat.

The principle reason for visiting this part of Fiji is the world-class diving and snorkeling opportunities. Royal Davui is the 

best resort in Fiji for access to the Shark Dive in Pacific Harbour, and Beqa Lagoon has become famous for the wide 

variety of dive sites and marine life within a small area.

MAP

STAY
There are five room types at Royal Davui, from Island and Premium Plunge Pool Villas to Sunset and Davui Plunge Pool 

Suites. Each has maintained Fiji tradition with thatched roofs and wooden construction, and each has been finished with 

the finest touches like a plunge pool, spa bath, separate lounge room, sun deck and wet bar.

With its main attraction being the beauty of the location, Royal Davui plays its part with sustainability. The materials to 

build the resort were purchased from sustainable plantation stock, and bedding is changed every third day to minimize 

the amount of detergents in the water. Naturally, all products used to clean the property are biodegradable and meet 

strict environmental standards, so you can feel good about your stay.

Island Plunge Pool Villa

Located on both the southern and eastern sides of the island, the eight Island Plunge Pool Villas enjoy views over either 

the southern beach or Beqa Island. Inside, a king size bed is complimented with a Jacuzzi spa bath, personal bar, open 

air shower and Yukata robes, while just outside lie the climate-controlled plunge pool and private dining deck. A hair 
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dryer, iPod dock, beach towels, beach basket and twice-daily maid service make up most of the other amenities.

Premium Plunge Pool Villa

Boasting a larger floor plan, the highest points on the island and a single-level layout, the three Premium Plunge Pool 

Villas offer larger and more private villas complete with a 20 foot awning floating above your bed. In addition to private 

plunge pools, each also has two large verandas as an extension of the living area with vistas of Beqa Lagoon. Amenities 

such as a hair dryer, iPod dock, beach towels, beach basket and twice-daily maid service are included.

Sunset Plunge Pool Villa

Located on the leeward side of the island and facing directly west, the Sunset Plunge Pool Villas offer stunning views of 

the lagoon at sunset. French doors open your living area to a vast deck, which wraps around the front of the villa and 

holds a climate-controlled plunge pool. Inside, a king size bed is complimented with a Jacuzzi spa bath, personal bar, 

open air shower and Yukata robes, and amenities include a hair dryer, iPod dock, beach towels, beach basket and twice-

daily maid service.

Davui Plunge Pool Suite East

At the Davui Plunge Pool Suite East, solid mahogany doors guard the entrance to your personal sanctuary. The only one 

of its kind on the island, the gateway reveals a beautiful suite with king size bed, Jacuzzi spa bath, personal bar, open air 

shower and views over the azure Beqa Lagoon. Outdoors holds your private sun deck and climate-controlled plunge 

pool, while other amenities include a hair dryer, iPod dock, beach towels, beach basket and twice-daily maid service.

Davui Plunge Pool Suite West

The Royal Davui Plunge Pool Suite West is perched on the westernmost point of the resort – a prime spot to witness the 

sun rise and set. An expansive deck reaching to the very edge of the cliff edge gives the illusion that you’re floating over 

the ocean, and the inside of your suite brings the beautiful outdoors in. Enjoy a king size bed, Yukata robes, open air 

shower, Jacuzzi spa bath and personal bar, plus amenities like a hair dryer, iPod dock, beach towels, beach basket and 

twice-daily maid service.

INCLUDED
Inclusions:

Breakfast, lunch and dinner daily (includes in-villa dining and private dining)

Climate controlled plunge pool

Tea and coffee, plus daily bottled water in villa

Davui welcome lei on arrival

Twice daily maid service

Pure Fiji amenities

Sunset canapes (Banyan Bar)

Nightly entertainment

Weekly island barbeque

Weekly managers cocktail party (Fridays)

Weekly Kava Ceremony

Davui fitness center/gym

Complimentary Wi-Fi

Use of all non-motorized water sports and activities
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